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Abstract� In this paper� we investigate how to represent the behaviour
of B abstract systems by �nite labelled transition systems �LTS�� We
choose to decompose the state of an abstract system in several disjunctive
predicates� These predicates provide the basis for de�ning a set of states
which are the nodes of the LTS� while the events are the transitions� We
have carried out a connection between the B environment �Atelier B�
and the C	sar
Aldebaran Development Package �CADP� which is able
to deal with LTS� We illustrate the method by developing the SCSI��
�Small Computer Systems Interface� input�output system� Finally� we
discuss about the outcomes of this method and about its applicability�

� Introduction

Abstract systems were introduced in ���� by J��R� Abrial ��� in the framework
of the B method� This proposal was very much in	uenced by the work on Ac�
tion Systems �
�� Abstract systems have a state like abstract machines� but the
operations are replaced by events� Events are not invoked as the operations� but
they can be enabled if their guard is true� Then� one of the enabled events may
be �red and the state of the system is changed according to the event action�
Abstract systems can be re�ned and dynamic constraints can be speci�ed to
express various properties not expressible as invariant ���

In this paper� we are interested in representing the behaviour of abstract
systems and to extract information from this representation� The aim of the
study is to investigate how the behaviours can be interpreted by �nite labelled
transition systems �LTS�� Moreover� we develop the �rst speci�cation steps of a
simpli�ed version of the SCSI�� ���� �Small Computer Systems Interface� input�
output system� This system was designed to manage the command and data 	ow
between a controller and peripherals through a shared bus� This case study il�
lustrates several points of the approach� Our method� already proposed by other
people ����� consists in the decomposition of the state of abstract systems in
several cases� by the way of disjunctive predicates� These predicates provide the
basis for de�ning the set of states that are the nodes of the LTS� while the events
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are the transitions� We show that this representation can be used to prove some
properties by model�checking or by calculation on the graph� However the bottle�
neck of the approach is the computation of the transitions which �abstract� the
behaviour of the system� This computation is achieved by proving formulas� Be�
cause this process is not decidable� the computation requires human interaction
or� easier� the undecidability is encompassed in the abstraction� That means�
for instance� that if a transition is not automatically proved �nor disproved��
then it is assumed to hold� so the construction of the LTS can be fully auto�
matic� Then the resulting LTS is processed by an environment called CADP��
This environment �C�sar�Aldebaran Development Package� ���� is a toolbox for
protocol engineering� It o�ers a wide functionality� from interactive simulation
to the most recent formal veri�cation techniques based on model�checkers for
various temporal logics and ��calculus�

Section � gives useful de�nitions and introduces the SCSI�� example� Sec�
tion  presents various ways to build �nite LTS from abstract systems� then it
de�nes our method of decomposition� Section 
 develops the example and pro�
vides insights about the applications of the method� Finally� Section � details
functionalities of CADP and the algorithm to build e�ectively states and tran�
sitions as input for the toolbox� In the conclusion� we indicate what could be
some other research directions inside this technology�

� Abstract Systems and Labelled Transition Systems

��� Abstract Systems in B

The internal state of abstract systems is composed of a list of variables X �
�x�� x�� � � � � xk�� These variables take their values in a set D � D� � � � �� Dk

and must satisfy an invariant I� The semantic interpretation of a state over X in
de�ned by a mapping � that associates with each variable xi � X a value vi � Di�
We denote by ��xi� the current value of xi in the state �� We notice that � can
be considered as a generalized substitution �B�Book ���� page ���� and it will be
used as such in this paper� The state space of an abstract system is then the set of
values of the variables which satisfy the invariant� When a machine or a system
is not deterministic� it can be useful to consider that a variable is associated
with a set of values� In such a more general framework� the interpretation of
the variables is done in a set D of the form� D � P�D�� � � � �� P�Dk�� There
is an obvious correspondence between the interpretation of variables in values
sets� and sets of states in the �rst interpretation� Alternatively and equivalently�
states may be characterized by predicates� All of these interpretations will be
used in this paper and made explicit if necessary� according to the contexts�

The generalized substitution U of the initialization determines a subset of
values which constitute the initial states of the abstract system� The dynamic
part of an abstract system consists in a list of events� that is to say� declarations
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of the form� �E � E�� where E is the name of the event and E is the de�nition
�the body�� In this paper� the event bodies have the two following forms�

select P then A end

any z where P then A end

In the events above� we say that the guard �denoted by grd� is the feasibility
condition ��� of the generalized substitution of the event body and the action is
the A part� So� we have�

grd�select P then A end� � P � grd�A�
grd�any z where P then A end� � �z � �P � grd�A��

In many cases� the action A is an always feasible substitution �simple substitu�
tion� etc��� Then the guard of the events reduces to P for the �rst form or �z �P
for the second one� In this paper� we assume that the termination condition of
the events is true� If the list of events of a system is E�� E�� � � � � Em� then a system
is deadlock free if and only if �i�� the disjunction of the guards is true when the
invariant holds ��� I �

Wm

i�� grd�Ei� � An event Ei is enabled in a state � i�
��� grd�Ei� holds� For deadlock free abstract systems� in any valid state� there
are always enabled events� Finally�we use the conjugate weakest precondition�

hSiP � � �S��P

This construction ��� computes the weakest precondition which asserts that it is
possible for S to establish P �

��� Example of an abstract system

We want to specify some characteristics of an input�output system based on
the bus SCSI��� The aim is to control the requests of the accesses to the bus�
Here� we consider that the peripherals are only disks� The controller and the
disks share the bus in which messages are transmitted from the controller to
the disks or from the disks to the controller� At a high level of the speci�cation�
the SCSI�� system is seen as centralized� The bus and the arbitration algorithm
to take control of the bus� will be introduced further by re�ning the system�
Each disk gets a bu�er �a queue� where commands are pushed on until they
are processed� This �rst speci�cation says only that the controller can send a
command to a certain disk jj i� the bu�er of this disk is not full� On the other
side� a disk can consume a request �and can send the result to the controller�� i�
it actually gets something to do� that is to say� if its bu�er is not empty� For the
sake of simplicity� the size of the bu�ers is only represented� not their content�
This is expressed by two events�

ctr cmd the controller sends a command to a disk jj
dsk rec the disk jj consumes a request from its bu�er

The useful declarations are�



DSK the set of the disks
maxi the maximum length of the bu�ers
SIZE the range of the bu�er size �from � to maxi�

The abstract system is de�ned as shown in Fig� ��

system SCSI��
variables buf
invariant

buf � DSK� SIZE
initialisation 
� at the beginning� the bu�ers are empty �


buf � DSK� f�g
events

ctr cmd � 
� a command is sent to the disk jj �

any jj where

jj � DSK � buf�jj� � maxi

then

buf�jj� � buf�jj� � �
end�

dsk rec � 
� the disk jj consumes a request �

any jj where

jj � DSK � buf�jj� � �
then

buf�jj� � buf�jj�� �
end

end

Fig� �� Simple speci�cation of the SCSI�� input�output system�

��� Labelled transition systems

A labelled transition system T is de�ned by �N�M�L�R� where�

� N is a set of nodes or states�
� M is the set of initial states and M � N �
� L is a set of labels�
� R � P�N � L �N � is the transition relation�

A transition �qj� l� qk� � R is also denoted by qj
l

	
 qk� Any labelled transition
relationR can be reduced to a binary relation on states �by forgetting the labels�
R � P�N �N �� by�

R � f �q� q�� j � l � �l � L � q
l

	
 q� � R� g

The transitive closure is denoted by R�� the re	exive and transitive closure by
R� and the inverse by R��� A state q � N is reachable i� q � R��M �� that is to



say� q belongs to the image� of the initial states by the re	exive and transitive
closure of R� If R � N� � N� then we denote by pre�R� � P�N�� 
 P�N�� the
�predecessor� function on sets of states and by post�R� � P�N�� 
 P�N�� the
�successor� function� Let Q be a subset of N � then Q is the complement of Q
with respect to N � The following de�nitions are usual on binary relations ����
���� where R � N� � N�� Q� � N� and Q� � N��

pre�R��Q�� � f q j q � N� � � q� � �q� � Q� � �q� q�� � R� g

post�R��Q�� � f q� j q� � N� � � q � �q � Q� � �q� q�� � R� g

gpre�R��Q�� � pre�R��Q��gpost�R��Q�� � post�R��Q��

If R is total� thengpre�R� � pre�R� and if R is a function� thengpre�R� � pre�R��
For labelled transition systems� the labels can be considered as references to
the relations they label� So� the following de�nitions will be used� where R �
�N � L �N � and Q � N �

pre�l��Q� � f q j q � N � � q� � �q� � Q � �q
l

	
 q�� � R� g

post�l��Q� � f q� j q� � N � � q � �q � Q � �q
l

	
 q�� � R� g

� Principles for the Construction of Finite LTS

In this section� we study several ways to build �nite labelled transition systems
from B abstract systems� To illustrate the various cases� the example of the
speci�cation of SCSI�� �Fig� �� will be taken�

��� Enumeration of the states

The simplest way to de�ne a labelled transition system from a B abstract system
is to enumerate the states and the transitions� Given an abstract system S with
list of variables X � �x�� � � � � xk�� invariant I� initialisation U � list of events
�Ei � Ei� for i � ���m� then the initial states are the assignments ���

�� � f xj �
 vj j hU i�xj � vj� g �j � ���k

For each state �p which satisfy the invariant I and each event Ei� such that this
event is enabled in the state �p� the successors of �p by the transition labelled by
Ei are the states the values of which are possibly obtained after the generalized
substitution Ei�

�p�� � f xj �
 v�j j ��p� �hEii �xj � v�j��g �j � ���k

From the de�nitions of the B�Book ��� �page ����� that means that� if �xj �

vj� � �p then

�vj � v
�

j� � relxj �Ei�

� In the paper� we use systematically the B set notations�



where relxj �Ei� is the binary relation which relates the values of xj before and
after the substitution Ei� Because of our assumption about termination� the link
between the B events Ei � Ei and the transitions of the associated LTS is�

post�Ei� � rel�Ei�

from which� we deduce� pre�Ei� � rel�Ei��� and gpre�Ei� � str�Ei�� Usually� we
will be interested in the reachable states� these states can be built inductively
from the intial states� As an application� the LTS obtained from the example of
Fig� � when maxi � � and DSK � fd�� d�g is given in Fig� �� It exactly contains
� � � reachable states�
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Fig� �� LTS of the enumerated states of the simple SCSI���

��� Symbolic evaluation and set constraints

This approach was taken in ���� by using a formalism of constraint logic pro�
gramming� The idea is to deal with a symbolic representation of the states or
more precisely� with a representation of states by a mapping between variables
and set constraints� The language of set constraints can be supported by logical
solvers� augmented by procedures for solving satisfaction of set constraints ���
�
��

Set constraints are built upon usual set connectors� as �� ���� �� logical con�
nectors ���� �� � and the cardinality constraint� They are extended to cartesian
product to encompass operations of relations and functions� All the operators
on sets must be interpreted as operators on set constraints� This algebra is not
developed here� In the same way� integer values must be represented as con�
straints �not implemented in ������ The computation of reachable states relies
upon several operations� Let C� and C� be set constraints�

� C� � C� is the union of both constraints�



� C� � C� is the inclusion of set constraints� This inclusion means that the
state represented by the constraints C� satis�es the constraints expressed by
C�� This can be used to prove that a state satis�es the invariant�

� reduction �red� of constraints into a normal form with disjunctions �
W
� of

set of constraints�
� C� 	 fxg suppression of x in the set of constraints C��

For building LTS� there must be a procedure for the comparison of sets of set
constraints� and for deciding if set constraints are satis�able� Finally� the gen�
eralized substitutions must be interpreted as operations on constraints� If the
substitution S is enabled in a state Cp� then the operation propagate�Cp� S�
compute a new set of constraints which is the propagation of Cp through S� For
example� we have for the simple substitution cases�

S propagate�Cp� S� Condition
x �� v �x �� x�� �red�Cp � x� � v� 	 fxg�
skip Cp

P j S propagate�Cp � P� S� Cp � P satis�able
P �� S propagate�Cp� S� P � Cp

S �� T propagate�Cp� S�
W
propagate�Cp� T �

One can notice that� if the state space of the actual system is �nite� then� it is
possible to generate enumerated states from constrained states �by enumeration��
Because B is strongly based on set theory� this method allows the generation of
transition systems up to set properties �commutativity and associativity of the
choice of elements in the B sets�� In our example� if we choose as above the
cardinal of DSK to be �� then the generation of the whole LTS is reduced by
the method of set constraints to only � states� This is represented in Fig� �
In the states� the variables do not identify speci�c elements� They contain the
information about the elements� independently of their name� Indeed� all the
states contain the constraint� jj� � fd�� d�g � jj� � fd�� d�g � jj� � jj�� For
instance� in the second state of the �gure below� which represents two states of
the enumerated graph� if the event ctr cmd is �red� then the interpretation of
the �any� substitution chooses a new element as either the one already chosen
jj� or the other one jj� di�erent from jj�� After that� in any cases� from both
states� a new ctr cmd event leads to only one event where a bu�er is full ��
messages� and the other contains one element�

��� Abstract interpretation

Abstract interpretation ��� is a very general technique which relies upon evalua�
tion of syntactic descriptions �programs� speci�cations� etc�� into non�standard
domains� These domains are usually simpler than the original ones� The interest
of abstract interpretation is that it is possible to check automatically� on the
abstract domain� properties that hold on the e�ective domain but which are
not decidable on it� Obviously� the abstraction must be chosen appropriately to
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Fig� �� LTS of the constraint states of the simple SCSI���

preserve the desired properties� Moreover� the result is the most often an ap�
proximation of the e�ective properties� not an exact calculus� Nevertheless� the
method is more and more used in various areas �imperative programming� logic
programming� concurrent and distributed processing� rewriting systems� etc���
In the domain of transition systems� a lot of work has been done to deal with
in�nite systems and to extend capabilities of model�checking� One can cite ��� ��
����� among others� A systematic study of the properties preserved by abstrac�
tion has been done in ����� Here we want to apply the mechanisms presented
in ���� to B abstract systems� With respect to this work� we intend to use the
B toolbox to validate the conditions that de�ne the transitions rather than the
Pvs theorem prover�

An abstract LTS is similar to a concrete LTS� except that the set of nodes is
a powerset of ordinary nodes� So� the nodes are structured as lattice� that is to
say� are closed by the operations of union � and intersection �� The top element
��� represents all the nodes and the bottom element ��� represents the state of
an empty set of nodes� Any LTS can be �lifted� into a powerset LTS� by taking
the union of states and the unions on transitions� This powerset is ordered by
the inclusion relation deduced from the lattice structure�

The abstraction relation between concrete and abstract labelled transition
systems is characterized by a pair of monotonic functions ��� �� from P�N � to
P�NA� also called Galois connections�

De�nition � �Galois connections of LTS�� Let T � �N�M�L�R� be a con�
crete LTS �Section ���� and T A � �NA�MA� L�RA� be an abstract LTS� then
��� �� is a Galois connection between T and T A i	 the following conditions hold


�� � � P�N �
 P�NA� and � � P�NA�
 P�N �
�� � � � � idP�NA� and idP�N� � � � �
�� M � ��MA�
�� �l � L� �qA � P�NA�� post�l����qA�� � ��post�l��qA��

The �rst two conditions are very general in the framework of abstraction �����
The last two ones are speci�c to LTS� They express that for each concrete be�
haviour� there exists at least one abstract behaviour described by the abstract
LTS� So� the abstract behaviours contain all the concrete behaviours� The map�
pings � and � can be deduced from each other by�



Proposition �� For any connection ��� �� from P�N � to P�NA�� we have


�� � � �Y �
S
f Z � P�N � j ��Z� � Y g

�� � � �Z �
T
f Y � P�NA� j Z � ��Y � g

As previously� we �rst illustrate the approach on the example of Fig� �� In
this abstraction� of SCSI�� �called SCSI��A��� we consider a state mm which is
the number of messages which are in the disk bu�ers� So� the variable of this
abstract system is semantically de�ned as�

mm � �jj � �jj � DSK j buf�jj��

The next step is to compute an abstract LTS from SCSI��A� where the state is
mm and to compare it with the LTS presented in section ��� In this new LTS�
the union of states �in the lattice of the states� could be considered as other
states� They are useless here� so they are not drawn to simplify the �gure�

mm = 0 mm = 1 mm = 2 mm = 3 mm = 4

ctr_cmd ctr_cmd ctr_cmd ctr_cmd

dsk_recdsk_rec dsk_rec dsk_rec
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Fig� �� LTS of the �rst abstract SCSI���

The correspondence between the enumerated LTS in Fig� � and the abstract one
in Fig� 
 can be de�ned completely on the states� through the abstraction and
concretization functions� The abstraction conditions hold trivially with these
functions� Because the states are �nite� this can be listed as in the following
table �

� � P�N� ���� � P�NA� � � P�NA� ���� � P�N�
� � � �
f�g fAg fAg f�g
f�g fBg fBg f�� �g
� � � � � � � � � � � �

f�� �g fA�Bg fA�Bg f�� �� �g
� � � � � � � � � � � �

��	 Yet another abstract interpretation

Another simple abstraction of SCSI��� called SCSI��A� is de�ned by a boolean
variable�

empty � bool�� jj � �jj � DSK� buf�jj� � ���

In that case� the abstract LTS contains two states and the transitions given in
Fig� ��

� It is worth noticing the terminology problem� Here we want to take an abstract
interpretation of an abstract system� We hope that the context allows the reader to
understand what abstraction is meant�
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If we consider the de�nition of the abstract variables with respect to the con�
crete ones� it determines an obvious relation� For example� we have the relations�

	� � f buf�mm j mm � �jj � �jj � DSK j buf�jj�� g
	� � f buf� empty j empty � bool�� jj � �jj � DSK � buf�jj� � ��� g

So� given such a relation 	 � N �NA� it is possible to build Galois connections�
as expressed in Proposition � �����

Proposition �� Let 	 be a relation on N � NA� then the pair �post�	�� gpre�	��
is a connection from P�N � to P�NA��

��
 A simple abstraction scheme� disjunctive decomposition

In B� the state X is speci�ed by a predicate �the invariant� I� The principle
of the abstraction that we call disjunctive decomposition is to �nd n predicates

�� � � � � 
n such that�

I �
n�
j��


j

In the following� we consider that each predicate I � 
j is identi�ed by a state qj�
To consider the disjunctive decomposition as an abstraction� we have to de�ne
the abstraction framework� as sketched now�

The states can be combined by logical connectors� thus providing the lattice
structure of the abstract system space� The nodes of this state space are denoted
by boolean expressions of the form ��q�� ���� qn�� The concretization function is
then de�ned by�

����q�� ���� qn�� � f X j �qj �� 
j ����q�� ���� qn�� g

More speci�cally� we have ��qj� � f x j I � 
j g� Following Proposition �� the
associated abstraction function could be�

��Z� �
�
f ��q�� ���� qn� j Z � ����q�� ���� qn�� g



that is to say� if Z is characterized by the predicate 
�

��
� �
�
f ��q�� ���� qn� j 
� �qj �� 
j����q�� ���� qn�� g

Rather than this complex de�nition� following ����� we use the approximation�

���
� �
n�
j��

f qj j 
� 
jg

The pair ���� �� is a Galois connection too� Moreover� the computation of the
abstract transition relations can be restricted to the calculus on the states
I � 
j � qj�

Transitions are associated to the events of the B system� One says that the
event Ei is an abstract transition between the states qj and qk if the guard is
true in the concretization of qj and if it is possible to reach the concretization
of qk�

qj
Ei		
 qk �

�
I � 
j � grd�Ei�
I � 
j � hEii
k

The initial abstract state is the set of states which are possibly true after the
initialization� that is�

qu �MA � hU i �I � 
u�

The abstraction SCSI��A� is a particular case of disjunctive decomposition with�

A� � jj � �jj � DSK� buf�jj� � ��
A� � jj � �jj � DSK � buf�jj� � ��

The condition buf � DSK 
 SIZE � A� � A� holds� Moreover� this decom�
position is a partition because� A� � A� � FALSE�

� Construction of abstract LTS and Applications

	�� The SCSI�� example continued

We are now interested in re�nements of the SCSI�� input�output system� The
next re�nement is to introduce a bus� This bus is either empty or it contains
only one command� This command is a command sent from the controller to a
disk uu or it is the end of processing a command by the disk vv� So� the set of
information transmitted by the bus is�

� the bus is empty
fCMD �
 uug a command is sent to the disk uu
fREC �
 vvg end of command processing from the disk vv

The command set on the bus consists of the enumerated set�ACT � fCMD�RECg�
The variables are�



bus � ACT � DSK the bus
c� dsk � DSK 
 SIZE information on the disks known by the controller
d� buf � DSK 
 SIZE information known by the disks

The gluing invariant means that the informations on both sides of the bus are
equal if the bus is empty� Otherwise� there is a di�erence because of the delay
between the sending and the reception of a message� via the bus� The expression
f �� fx �
 vg means that the function f is modi�ed at the point x by the value
v �function overriding��

�bus � � � �c� dsk � buf � d� buf � buf�� �
�uu � �uu � DSK � bus � fCMD �
 uug �

�c� dsk � buf � �d� buf �� fuu �
 d� buf�uu� � �g� � buf�� �
�vv � �vv � DSK � bus � fREC �
 vvg �

��c� dsk �� fvv �
 c� dsk�vv� 	 �g� � buf � d� buf � buf��

In this re�nement� we consider four events �see Fig� ���

ctr cmd the controller sends a command through the bus
dsk cmd a disk receives a command from the bus
dsk rec a disk sends the result of a command through the bus
ctr rec the controller receives the result of a command from the bus

As an application of the method of construction of a labelled transition sys�
tem� we apply the method on the set of states�

B� bus � �
B� �jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �
 jjg�
B �jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fREC �
 jjg�

The associated LTS contains three states� The events which are enabled in each
state are computed from the conditions on the guards� For example for B�� the
following proof obligations are generated�

�� I � bus � � � � jj � �jj � DSK � c� dsk�jj� � maxi � bus � ��
�� I � bus � � � � jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �
 jjg�
� I � bus � � � � jj � �jj � DSK � d� buf �jj �  � � bus � ��

� I � bus � � � � jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fREC �
 jjg�

From these conditions� � and  are true� But � and 
 are not proved� That does
not mean that the guard is e�ectively false� For that we have to prove�

��� I � bus � � � � jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �
 jjg�

�� I � bus � � � � jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fREC �
 jjg�

The successors of the state B� by the event ctr cmd can be computed from the
conditions below� where Ectr cmd is put for the generalized substitution �any
jj where jj � DSK � c� dsk�jj� � maxi � bus � � then bus �� fCMD �

jjg jj c� dsk�jj� �� c� dsk�jj� � � end��



events

ctr cmd � 
� CTR sends a command through the bus �

any jj where

jj � DSK � c� dsk�jj� � maxi � bus � �
then

bus � fCMD �� jjg jj
c� dsk�jj� � c� dsk�jj� � �

end�
dsk cmd � 
� jj receives a command from the bus �


any jj where
jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �� jjg

then

bus � � jj
d� buf �jj � � d� buf �jj � � �

end�
dsk rec � 
� jj sends the result of a command �


any jj where
jj � DSK � d� buf �jj� � � � bus � �

then

bus � fREC �� jjg jj
d� buf �jj � � d� buf �jj �� �

end�
ctr rec � 
� CTR receives a result from the bus �


any jj where
jj � DSK � bus � fREC �� jjg

then

bus � � jj
c� dsk�jj � � c� dsk�jj �� �

end

end

Fig� �� First re�nement of the SCSI�� system�

I � bus � � � hEctr cmd i �bus � ��
I � bus � � � hEctr cmd i ��jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �
 jjg��
I � bus � � � hEctr cmd i ��jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fREC �
 jjg��

The second formula holds� so one concludes that the transition� B�
ctr cmd
			
 B� is

possible in the abstract LTS� Here again� if the formula is not proved� one must
try to prove the negation to be sure that the transition is not possible at all�
From the complete calculus� the transition graph looks like the one in Fig� ��

	�� Disjunctive decomposition and B re�nement

In a system re�nement� as for a machine re�nement� if the abstract system
invariant is denoted by I� then the re�ned system invariant is J where the
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Fig� �� Bus automaton of the SCSI�� re�nement�

relation between the concrete state space on y and the abstract state space on
x is given by� I � J � Obviously� the new state space is the set of y that satisfy
�x � �I � J��

When the abstract state has been decomposed into a set of disjunctive pred�
icates

Wn

j�� 
j it is interesting to see if the re�ned state can be decomposed into
images of the abstract system� The principle is easy� we have�

I � J � I �
n�

j��


j � J �
n�
j��

�I � 
j � J�

From a theoretical point of view� the re�ned state is decomposed into n sub�
spaces de�ned by�

�x � �I � 
j � J�

If the variables x can be eliminated from this formula� then the expression pro�
vides a way to decompose the re�ned system�

Let us take the abstract SCSI�� system with the second abstraction de�ned
in Section �
� The calculus of A� re�ned by the re�nement above produces the
case A�� �empty � true��

�bus � � � �c� dsk � d� buf � � jj � �jj � DSK� c� dsk�jj� � ���� �
�uu � �uu � DSK� bus � fCMD �
 uug� �
�vv � �vv � DSK � bus � fREC �
 vvg �

�� jj � �jj � DSK� d� buf�jj� � � � �jj � vv � c� dsk�jj� � ���
� c� dsk�vv� � ���

The state A�� is the complement of A��� The graph obtained by this abstraction
is displayed in Fig� ��

Another case of relationship between a re�ned and an abstract system is
when the latter is decomposed into several states� 
�� 
�� � � �
p� If the abstract
states are denoted by qj� j � ���n and the re�ned ones by rl� l � ���p� then the
two LTS are themselves related by the state relation�

f qj� rl j �x � �I � J � 
l � 
j g

	�� Properties of abstract transition systems

In this section� we consider the properties which can be proved by using the
abstraction scheme de�ned by a disjunction of predicates and the representation
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Fig� 	� LTS of the re�nement of Fig� ��

of an abstract system S by a �nite LTS T � From the de�nition of the initial
states and the condition that all the abstract values are represented� then the
concretization of the initial states of T is included into the initial states of S�
Then for any change of state �j to �k obtained by the event Ei �where �j and

�k satisfy the invariant I�� there exists a transition qj�

Ei	
 qk� in T � So� the �rst
result is �����

Proposition � �Invariant properties�� Any property which is true on the
reachable states of an LTS T built from an abstract system S by a disjunctive
decomposition is an invariant property in S�

An improvement of the proposition above to prove invariant properties by
model�checking on abstractions of the transition systems is to compute backward
by approximation all the predecessors of a state which satisfy the desired prop�
erty ���� This technique builds a �nite LTS which proves that the property holds
in the actual system if the initial state�s� is �are� in the LTS� Obviously� the
technique may not succeed� if the property does not hold� or if it is not inductive
�so there is no possible �nite decomposition�� We have not yet experimented this
method with the tools we develop around the B formalism�

In the re�nement of abstract systems� new events can be introduced� These
new events must re�ne the substitution skip� Moreover� to satisfy fairness con�
ditions� the new events must not take control for ever� thus not preventing the
�old� events to occur� Otherwise� the behaviour of the re�ned system should not
be the same as the behaviour of the abstract system� In Abrial and Mussat�s
paper ��� it is suggested that this proof can be done by the way of variant ex�
pressions which give a termination condition for the cycle of new events� Here
we indicate another way connected to the construction of LTS�

Proposition 	 �Fairness of new events�� In a LTS built from a re�ned sys�
tem by a disjunctive decomposition� if there is no cycle of new events� then the
re�ned system is fair� with respect to the old events�

The proof is obvious because if there is a cycle of the new events in the e�ec�
tive behaviour of the re�ned system� then there is also a cycle in the associated
LTS� whatever the abstraction is�



In the example of the re�ned system of Fig� �� the new events appear in
cycles� So� we cannot conclude that the re�nement is fair by this abstraction�

	�	 Development of the SCSI�� system

The next development of the SCSI�� system consists in �nding an arbitration
protocol to take control of the bus� In a simpli�ed view of the SCSI�� system� we
can say that each peripheral gets a number which is its priority� The controller
gets the highest priority� When the controller or a peripheral wants to transmit
a message� then it asks for an access� All the peripherals and eventually the
controller which ask for the access to the bus are competing all together� The
device with the highest priority wins the control and can use the bus� To specify
this arbitration protocol� we use a set of natural numbers identifying the devices
DEV� In the minimal con�guration� this is the interval ����� where � is the number
of the controller denoted CTR� So� DSK�fCTRg � DEV and DSK�fCTRg � ��
The set of peripherals which want to access the bus� is de�ned by�

wire � P�DEV�

When the set wire is not empty� the winner of the arbitration is the number kk
which satis�es�

winner�kk� � bus � � � kk � max�wire�

We must keep the information that a controller decides to be engaged with a
disk� For that� the new variable dsk req � DEV contains the value of the disk
number jj if the controller is engaged with jj � otherwise� it contains the value of
the controller� This is speci�ed by the predicate�

ctr engaged � dsk req � DSK

The new events are those where a peripheral or the controller asks for the access
to the bus� They are�

ctr acc the controller asks for the access to the bus
dsk acc a disk asks for the access to the bus

The re�nement of the events is given in Fig� ��
We apply the method of disjunctive decomposition of the state of this re�ned

system by considering the following cases�

B�� bus � � as previously for
B�� � jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �
 jjg� the bus automaton
B� � jj � �jj � DSK � bus � fREC �
 jjg�
C�� wire � �
C�� CTR � wire that is� winner�CTR�
C� � jj � �jj � DSK � jj � max�wire�� that is� winner�jj�
D�� dsk req � CTR � � jj � �jj � DSK� jj � wire�
D�� dsk req � CTR � � jj � �jj � DSK � jj � wire�
D� � jj � �jj � DSK � dsk req � jj�



events

ctr acc � any jj where
jj � DSK � c� dsk�jj� � maxi � � ctr engaged

then

wire � wire 	 fCTRg jj dsk req � jj
end�

ctr cmd � select

ctr engaged � winner�CTR�
then

bus � fCMD �� dsk reqg jj c� dsk�dsk req� � c� dsk�dsk req� � � jj
dsk req � CTR jj wire � wire� fCTRg

end�
ctr rec � any jj where

jj � DSK � bus � fREC �� jjg
then

bus � � jj c� dsk�jj� � c� dsk�jj�� �
end�

dsk acc � any jj where
jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �� jjg � jj 
� wire

then

wire � wire 	 fjjg
end�

dsk cmd � any jj where
jj � DSK � bus � fCMD �� jjg � jj � wire

then

bus � � jj d� buf�jj� � d� buf�jj� � �
end�

dsk rec � any jj where
jj � DSK � d� buf�jj� � � � winner�jj�

then

bus � fREC �� jjg jj d� buf�jj� � d� buf�jj�� ��
if d� buf�jj� � � then

wire � wire� fjjg
end

end

end

Fig� 
� Second re�nement of the SCSI�� system�

Conditions C describe the winning conditions by the examination of the content
of wire� Conditions D indicate when the controller is engaged with a disk or not�
Because the predicates range over various variables� we consider the decomposi�
tion obtained by monomials on the three groups of predicates� That means we
have the states B� � C� � D�� B� � C� � D�� � � � � B � C � D� Among these
�� states� only �� are reachable from the initialization� which is characterized by
B� � C� � D�� The graph of the LTS is shown in Fig� ���
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On this graph� the relation with the LTS displayed at Fig� �� corresponds to
the homomorphic grouping B� � f������g� B� � f��������g and B � f������
g�
From a simple examination of the transitions� it is clear that the new events of
the re�nement �ctr acc and dsk acc� cannot take the control for ever�

� The CADP Tool

CADP ���� is a toolbox for protocol engineering� It o�ers many functionalities�
from interactive simulation to the most recent formal veri�cation techniques�
It is dedicated to the e�cient compilation� simulation� formal veri�cation� and
testing of descriptions written in the ISO language LOTOS� Besides the LO�
TOS language� the toolbox accepts descriptions as �nite state automata� and
networks of communicating �nite state automata� By this way� we can transfer
an LTS computed by analysis of an abstract system into the CADP environ�
ment� Among the other functionalities of CADP� there are two di�erent tools for
computing bisimulations� that achieve minimizations and comparisons of LTS�
two di�erent model�checkers for various temporal logic and ��calculus� and sev�
eral veri�cation algorithms� Finally� CADP o�ers a friendly user interface and a
visual representation of the LTS� This is very useful for an easy presentation of
the speci�cations to the non�specialist people�

The process of the construction of a LTS and its submission to CADP is the
following� Given a B abstract system �or a re�nement�� the user provides a list
of predicates 
j � From this list� a preprocessor can compute a list of formulas
as de�ned in section ��� Actually� the preprocessor must dialog with the prover
of the AtelierB� The �rst thing to do is to compute and to try to prove the
conditions on the guards which determine what are the events enabled in each



state� If n is the number of states and m is the number of events� this leads to
n � m proofs� For those which are not proved automatically� the preprocessor
computes the negation and submit the formulas to the prover� Here again� for
the formulas which are proved automatically� then the decision that the event
is not enabled in this state is guaranteed� For the other formulas� no decision
can be taken� One possibility is to try to prove them �either the formula or its
negation� interactively� or �as in ����� the other possibility is to consider that
the event is enabled� Let us remind that the principle is to compute an approxi�
mation of the e�ective LTS� without loosing any possible transition� In a second
phase� the preprocessor computes the formulas that characterize the transitions
themselves� for the enabled events� The maximumnumber of generated formulas
for determining the transitions which can occur is� �� n� �m�

After this second phase� the LTS can be sent to the CADP toolbox and�
optionally� functions of the toolbox can be applied �cycle discovery� reachable
states� etc���

� Conclusion

In this paper� we have shown several methods to build a �nite labelled transition
system �LTS� from a B abstract system� Then� we have focus on a particular
abstraction technique called �disjunctive decomposition��We have shown several
properties of this abstraction and we have applied it to a SCSI�� ���� input�
output case study�

A �rst outcome of such a representation is to obtain a graphical view of the
behaviour of the system� Another one is to shown that some properties hold in
the �nite model without a complete speci�cation of the elements of the proof by
invariant and variant� as de�ned in ��� At this stage of the work� it is not sure
whether the approach will be useful for very large B systems� The main problem
comes from the fact that we need to prove formulas to compute transitions� An
important aspect of the further experiments with our tool is to measure the rate
of automatic proofs in this kind of process� Probably some tactics can be tuned
to improve the rate obtained by a naive use of the B prover� As explained in
����� the construction of an LTS can be fully automatic� but we wonder if the
approximation obtained will not be too large� because this is depending on the
strength of the prover� So� another outcome of the study is to appreciate if the
B prover is clever enough to build a selective LTS�

Another research direction is to use the same machinery to prove inductive
invariants by backward symbolic computation as shown in ���� In that case� it is
not necessary to give a decomposition of the global state� Instead� one gives the
property to be proven about the system� Then� starting from the most abstract
LTS� with one state and all the possible transitions� the tool computes what
are the transitions which do not preserve the property� These transitions are
removed and the state is split if necessary� At the end� if the initial states are in
the automaton� then the tool guarantees that the property holds in the system�
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